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Joseph Smith: The First Mormon by
Donna Hill; Doubleday, 1977; 527
pages; $12.50
Donna Hill begins her life of Joseph
Smith at a point of somber reflection.
The Prophet is dead. His body is being
returned from Carthage for burial at
Nauvoo. The Saints reflected disbelief.
But very soon the American press joined
them in assessing the meaning of Joseph
Smith's short career, and in succeeding
days a variety of opinions emerged. The
sharply contrasting views of 1844still influence biographers who study the life of
the first Mormon.
Hill proves herself willing to listen.
For nine years she collected contemporary evidence stashed away in
manuscript collections and libraries
from New York to California. In preparing to write, she balanced one opinion
against another. If no clear pattern
emerged, she recorded all conflicting
evidence and left judgment to the reader.
While laudable as evidence of fairness,
this cautiousness will frustrate readers
who expect greater finality from a
historian.
In general approach Professor Hill
sides with the admirers. Among those
she quotes is Mormon-watcher James
Gordon Bennett, editor of the New York
Herald. Sometimes he criticized Mormonism, usually he wrote admiringly.
In 1842 he observed, 'This Joseph Smith
is undoubtedly one of the greatest
characters of the age. He indicates as
much talent, originality, and moral
courage as Mahomet, Odin, or any of
the great spirits that have hitherto produced the revolutions of past ages."
Less bold than Bennett in her pronouncement, Hill is nevertheless
cautiously positive. An evenly paced
prose style and balanced tone reflect her
long experience as an author, teacher,
and head librarian at Hunter College in
New York City and her religious orientation as a descendant of Utah pioneers.
In addition, she benefited from the
research advice and assistance of her
brother, Brigham Young University
history professor Marvin S. Hill.
Overall, Joseph Smith: The First Mor-

mon is a sympathetic summation of early Mormon history.
Like Joseph's life, this book is attracting national attention. Mormons
and non-Mormons alike are buying it,
and Doubleday plans a second printing.
Part of the attraction is Joseph Smith.
Readers especially wonder how this
book differs from Fawn Brodie's 1945 interpretation and from other biographies.
Hill's tone and underlying assumptions
distinguish the book. A rich variety of
sources mark her study as a step toward
a more acceptable biography.
Stories familiar to readers of Mormon history reappear in Joseph Smith:
The First Mormon freshened by new
detail. Assistant cook George A. Smith's
diary adds novel insights to the account
of Zion's Camp. The uncut manuscript
version of Lucv Mack Smith's life of her
son provides intimate details of family
life. Miscellaneous tidbits confirm the
religious basis for polygamy in Ohio and
t s own exNauvoo. Hill s u.~.~ l e m e nher
tensive research by drawing from recent
scholarly studies of Joseph Smith's
ancestry and early life, blacks in the
Church, legal affairs, the 1844 presidential campaign, the Kirtland economy
and other topics.
The events, the places, the dates,
the historical context and most
characters in this essentially narrative
work receive adequate attention. With
few exceptions, the chapters follow a
straightforward chronological pattern,
but too often Hill bridges unrelated
episodes with "meanwhile" transitions.
The most exciting pages appeal not
because of vivid writing but because a
tense historical situation lends dramatic
potential.
Many of the central players in a
supporting cast of hundreds come alive
as believable characters. Hill's women-Lucy Mack Smith, Emma Smith,
Dolly (Mrs. Martin) Harris, and
others-are especially memorable. The
apostasy of such as John C. Bennett pos
ed special problems, but the telling of his
transition from trusted confidant to bitter rival proceeds with skill. Hill vindicates Illinois Governor Thomas Ford
of his usual reputation of weakness and
cowardice.
What of the book's central figure?
Hill recreates Joseph Smith as a genuinely religious man. He listens to an "inner
voice" of revelation, and impresses his
biographer as a sincere prophet.
Although a poor judge of other men's

- .

motives, his own are pure. He has a
great love for people and an overriding
concern for them. Sometimes puzzled
and confused by his own human foibles,
he never doubts his prophetic role or
calling.
These glimpses of Joseph the Prophet appear too infrequently in this
rather long book. Many readers will
regret that Hill has delivered the portrait
not of a man but of a movement. Too
often Joseph Smith is absent from the
story. His complex personality and intellectual and religious genius remain
unstudied. An all-encompassing interpretation does not appear.
Even with these shortcomings,
Joseph Smith: The First Mormon contains a useful digest of reliable information about early Mormonism and a commendably fair treatment of its first prophet, "one of the greatest characters" of
nineteenth century America.
Glen M. Leonard
Glen M. Leonard is a senior research
historian for the Church Historical
Department and associate editor of the
Journal of Mormon History.

A Guide to Mormon Diaries and
Autobiographies, by Davis Bitton;
Brigham Young University Press, 1977;
416 pages; $29.95
As the author of this book notes,
"no other group of comparable size,
with the possible exception of the
Puritans and Quakers, has been so
relentless as the Mormons in writing
diaries and autobiographies." Indeed,
Mormon historiography has been
characterized from the very beginning
by a number of published works of this
kind. Commencing with the History of
the Church and going down through the
years with volumes by Wilford
Woodruff, John D. Lee, Ellis Reynolds
Shipp, Hosea Stout, Parley P. Pratt, to
name a few, this has been a genre of
writing indentified with Mormon experience.
The emphasis on keeping diaries
and autobiographies has not abated with
the passing of time. Today, the membership of the Church is counseled over the
pulpit, most recently at the last general
conference, about the need for keeping
such accounts. Various 'how to" books
and scores of blank journals for record-
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ing the daily activities and thoughts of
the faithful are on the market. Future
historians, if the membership of the
Church takes these admonitions seriously, may well have an excellent data base
of primary source materials for
understanding our times.
In this volume, Davis Bitton has
supervised the accumulation of information on diaries and autobiographies
from a wide range of repositories. Starting with the major ones in the
state-Church Historical Department,
Brigham Young University, Utah State
University, Universtiy of Utah and Utah
State Historical Society-he has branched
out to selectively search for Mormon
diaries and autobiographies at other
repositiories as well. In some 2800 entries the author has listed name and span
dates, format and size, and a scope and
contekt note about the individual item
being listed.
The research value of bringing all
this information together in one volume
is obvious for the professional scholar as
well as the familv historian and
genealogist. The use of standardization
of format, terminology and other
criteria is equally helpful. At the same
time, an extensive and welldone index
makes the guide a useful name and subject cross-reference.
Moreover, the compilation
dramatically demonstrates that considerable information on the Church and
the Mormon experience and tradition is
contained in unpublished diaries and
autobiographies. The diaries of Reed
Smoot are a case in point. The 35
volumes, covering a span of 20 years,
provide insight into the religious,
political, social and economic life of
Utah as well as the role played by a prominent Utahn and chruch member on the
national scene. Editing and publishing
the journals would be a monumental
task. So far every attempt has failed, but
hopefully a future effort will succeed.
The Smoot diaries are only one of
several sources outlined in the guide
which would warrant publication.
Though the guide is a valuable and
welcome addition to the source material
for the study of Mormonism, there are
factors which will limit its availability
and usefulness. The price will tend to
put the guide out of the reach of all except libraries and the most serious and
dedicated researchers. The individual
entries are inconsistent in depth, competency and style. Of course, as the

author indicates, the numerous research
assistants and published sources used to
complete the project made total consistency impossible. Another shortcoming is the 1973 cutoff date for entries in
the guide. A large number of diaries and
autobiographies have been accessioned
and cataloged by repositories since that
date. Updating the guide on a continuing
basis would be, to use the author's
words, "a staggering task." Still, some
system of adding to the book needs to be
developed.
These criticisms emphasize the importance of the guide to our knowledge
of Mormon source materials. As the
author notes, the guide is "a point of
departure" for similar compilations in
the future.
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IS SPALDING
JUST ANOTHER
RACQUET?
The Reverend Solomon Spalding
has been resurrected to participate
again in a 150-year-old controversy
on the origins of the Book of
Mormon and has attracted national
media attention. For a complete
version of the game that should
have ended 100 years ago, order
DIALOGUE, Vol. X, No. 4.

John R. Sillito

John R. Sillito is a staff member of
Sunstone and serves as archivist of
Weber State College, Ogden, Utah. He
recently completed an M.A. in History
at the University of Utah.

Wife on the Frontier: The Memoirs of
Alice Blackwood
edited with
an introduction by Robert C. and
Eleanor R. Carriker; Tanner Trust Fund,
1975; 118 pages; $8.00.
A Governor's Wife on the Mining Fron-

RECENTLY IN DIALOGUE
Sexuality in Mormon Culture,
Vol. X, No. 2.
Imagemakers: Mormons and
the Media, Vol. X, No. 3.

$5 per copy
$20 p r year (quarterly)
$10 per year, students
All current subscribers will
soon receive the detailed, crossreferenced 10-year index.

tier: The Letters of Mary Edgerton from
Montana, edited with an introduction
by James L. Thane Jr.; Tanner Trust
Fund, 1976; 148 pages; $8.50
What roles did women play in the
settling of the West? This question is
now being asked more frequently by
historians in the wake of the feminist
movement. Although the Tanner Trust
Fund has not deliberately chosen to
select manuscripts particularly pertaining to women in their series Utah, the
Mormons, and the West, the majority
thus far feature strong feminine personalities.
Two of these are An A m y Wife on
the Frontier: The Memoirs of Alice
Blackwood Baldwin, 1867-1877 and A
Governor's Wife on theMining Frontier:
The Letters o f Mary Edgerton from
Montana, 1863-1865, numbers six and
seven in the series. Since the two deal
with essentially the same time period, it
is interesting to compare their accounts
of frontier living.
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In many ways these women's lives
were quite similar. Each left somewhat
comfortable surroundings in the
Midwest to accompany her husband to
his new position in the West. Alice
Blackwood was a recent bride who married a Civil War hero assigned to Fort
Harker on the lonely Kansas prairie.
May Edgerton left a close-knit family to
travel 2500 miles with her husband,
newly appointed Chief Justice for the
Idaho Territory, and four children to the
primitive mining camp of Bannack. As
might be expected, each faced many difficult situations, not so much dangerous
as uncomfortable and uncivilized.
Military posts and mining camps both
lacked ordinary material conveniences
and social graces. The Blackwoods, for
example, covered drafty walls with army blankets. The Edgertons took only
mattresses from Ohio, expecting to buy
the rest of their furniture in Bannack.
Unable to do so they had to "make do"
and improvise. (Although their home
was called the best in town, it was quite
insufficient and crude even when Sidney
Edgerton became the first territorial
governor.)
Both women faced the difficulties
imposed by circumstance with grace and
diligence (although it seems Alice
Blackwood faced them with more good
humor). While Alice could mingle easily
with the enlisted men at the fort, Mary
was concerned with Bannack's social
milieu, refusing to send her children to
the local school for fear they would pick
up bad habits.
It would be easy to criticize Mary
Edgerton's letters to her mother and
sisters as uninteresting. They are filled
with page after page of laments on lost
shipments and tardy letters, of comments on the colds the children are suffering, on the progress of the weather
and on small household concerns.
However, these letters are personal correspondence not meant for outside viewing. How often do people comment at
length on national or local events in personal letter? Elections, newly enacted
laws, the capture of a murderer surely
do not take precedence over a family
wedding, the flu in the neighborhood, or
the things the earden has produced this
year. James L. Thane, Jr. brings these
events to life and puts them into perspective with his excellent introduction.
I found his descriptions of life in
Bannack between 1863-1865 quite
fascinating. As he gives background in-

formation on the isolation of the camps
and lack of regular mail service, I sympathized with Mary Edgerton's complaint that she had not heard from her
family for too long a time. Thane provides insight into the delicate and
unstructured political situation which
finally removes Edgerton in 1865
(probably to the relief of his wife
although the collection ends before she
might have recorded this thought).
By w a y of c o n t r a s t Alice
Blackwood's memoirs were originally
meant to be included in a publication of
reports by and comments about her husband Frank. The Tanner series here
reprints Alice's section of the original
published in 1929. Because she was
writing for the general public, Alice
deliberately gives many descriptive
details about her life in the frontier army. It is difficult to know how much she
has embellished, but she has a definite
narrative talent and makes many
episodes vivid with a precise observation or an exact quotation. In the
chapter on the Nez Perce uprising she
describes the scene on the bluffs across
the Yellowstone, the vehicles and the
noise of the "polyglot procession." As
the band plays the ironic "No, No, Not
for Joseph" (which the interpreter explains to Chief Joseph), the chief wraps
his blanket around himself and is silent.
As seen through Alice's eyes, with her
obvious sympathy for the defeated
chief, the occasion is quite moving.
The chapter entitled "Adventure on
Horseback" includes an excellent short
anecdote involving an escape from Indians. Alice's protector, Captain
Tolman, is quoted, and the pace of the
narrative is appropriate for the
desperate situation. When her saddle
girth breaks, she is told to "ride-astraddle." But when her skirts blow up
above her knees and she complains, he
responds, "Damn your legs! Never mind
your legs. I've got to get you home."
Which he does, "bedraggled and skinned,
covered with blisters and heat, disheveled and ragged-but Praise God,
safe!"
These two works show that the
"romantic West" was not so dashing as
the legends have made it out to be, partitularly for the wives who went along.
It is almost reassuring to know that the
people of one hundred years ago were
concerned with the same basics of living
as people are now. Mary Edgerton and
Alice Blackwood followed their

husbands West, supported them under
often monotonous circumstances, raised
their families with few conveniences,
and emerged as strong personalities.
This is the real frontier experience.
Lissa K. Thompson
Lissa K. Thompson has an M . A .
Utah in American
Studies. Currently she is a homemaker
in
lakeCity.
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Through Camera Eyes, By Nelson
B. Wadsworth; Brigham Young University Press, 1975; 180 pages; $10.95
When Louis Daguerre unveiled his
photographic process in 1839 he could
scarcely have imagined how popular the
"daguerreotype" would become, or
what a revolutionary change his
discovery would bring. In a little over a
year, daguerreotypists had established
themselves in studios throughout Europe
and in the United States as well. One of
these pioneer photographers was a
Latterday Saint named Lucian Foster,
who brought Daguerre's invention to
N a u v o o , t h u s beginning the
photographic chronicle of the Mormon
experience. In this book, Nelson
Wadsworth, through photographs and
text, examines the g r o w t h of
photography among theMormons in the
19th Century.
Through Camera Eyes is not intended to be the definitive study of all early
Mormon photographers, but is instead
an enjoyable meandering through the
lives of a select few. The format, which
includes numerous delightful engravings
and photographs, assigns this book to
the coffee table rather than the research
shelf. This should not, however,
dissuade the historian from reading it,
because the book contains a wealth of
information on a little-known subject.
Wadsworth divides his book into
three general categories according to the
~ h o t o ~ r a p h i techniques
c
being
employed. The first era is that of the
daguerreotype and ambrotype, and
features the work of Lucian Foster and
Marsena Cannon. The second category
is the "wet plate" process typified by
Charles W. Carter and Charles R.
Savage. The last section is the "dry
plate" photographic work, focusing on
the work of George E. Anderson.
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While many of the photographs are
These minor flaws do not seriously
familiar to the reader, many others are impair the quality or value of Wadsnew and exciting discoveries. These in- worth's study. Through Camera Eyes
clude photographs of early Mormon provides an enjoyable trip into the past
leaders, historic sites, momentous event- for the curious novice as well as the
sand scenes of pioneer life. The seasoned researcher.
publishers deserve plaudits for their high
David L. Washburn
quality reproductions of the original
prints. The photographs are arranged
David L. Washbum is an archivist
chronologically, providing the reader at the University of utah and a graduate
with a broad overview of the people, student in history.
places and events of Mormon and Utah
history.
Equally valuable is the excellent if
somewhat limited text, which gives a
behind-thescenes look at the men who OTHER BOOKS RECEIVED
operated the cameras. Ample references
to diaries, correspondence and other
primary source material greatly enhance
The Great, Great Salt Lake, by
the visual record these artists produced. Peter G. Czerny. Brigham Young
Moreover, we learn that the pioneer University Press, 1976
photographers were perceptive
witnesses and chroniclers of the times in
Children of God, by Vardis Fisher,
which they lived. C. R. Savage, for example, observes while traveling to Pro- reprint edition with an introduction by
HO1mes,
montory, Utah, of the Irish construction Joseph M. Flora.
crews that
. . a harder set of men Publisher, 1977; 769 pages; $12.95
have never congregated together
before. . . . Verily, the men earn their
Building the City of God: Commoney like horses and spend it like munity and Cooperation Among the
asses!"
Mormons by Leonard Arrington,
The most pleasant surprise in the Feramorz Y. Fox and Dean May. Deseret
book is the inclusion of works of Spring- Book, 1976; 497 pages; $7.95
ville photographer George E. Anderson,
who- untii ;ecently b a s relatively
The Gentile Comes to Cache Valley
unknown among Mormon photographers. Anderson specialized in family and by A. J. Simmonds. Utah State Universi1976; 143 pages; $5.00
rural scenes that effectively capture the ty
spirit and lifestyle of Utah's turn-of-thecentury citizens. The fifty Anderson
Mamner S. Eccles: Pn'vate Enplates inchded in the book go a 10% trepreneur and Public Servant by Sidney
way in bringing this talented man the ex- Hyman. Stanford University Press,
posure his work deserves.
1977; 456 pages; $15.00
Among the roses are a few thorns,
even in an-enjoyable book like this. In
one instance, Wadsworth deals with the
The Giant Joshua
Maurine
life of Andrew J. Russell, a non- Whipple. Western Epics, 1976; 637
Mormon, non-Utahn, who came west pages; $9.95
with the Union Pacific in 1869 to record
the "wedding of the rails" at PromonFor God and Country: Memorable
tory. He was in the territory for too Stories from the Lives of Mormon
short a period to be included in a volume Chaplains by Richard Maher. Horizon
examining Mormon ~hotographers. Publishers, 1976; $5.95
There are minor errors in fact and judgment, like the assumption that all
The Peoples of Utah edited by
daguerreotypes taken in Nauvoo were
the work of Lucian Foster. The author He'en Z . Papaniko1as. Utah State
allows the discussion of Foster to evolve
1976; 499 pages;
mainly into a discussion of the visual im- >'.'"
age of Joseph Smith,.which, though inSpencer W . Kimball by Edward L.
teresting and significant, tends to divert Emball and Andrew E. Emball, Jr.,
the reader's attention.
Bookcraft, 1977; 438 pages; $8.50
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The new controversial study of
Joseph Smith that is earning both
praise and censure from Mormon
educators.

---------------------------------

From your local bookstore $7.50
or direct from the author.
3440 So. 3610 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109
Enclosed is
PROBLEMS IN MORMON TEXT
included

Neo-Life gives you products that
produce results, not just promises.
Neo-Trim's Hi-protein milkshake,
balanced & complete for proper
only $19.95
weight control.
Gloda's exclusive Swedish skin
care program for a soft, smooth,
radiant complexion.
only $22.50

Distributors
(801) 485-8691
875 Harrison Av.
Salt Lake City. Utah 84105

MOVIES
A TALE OF TWO BRIGHAMS
by James V. D'Arc
~t was a rainy gust evening in 1940
that greeted the 9,000 Utahns who had
sold out seven Salt Lake theatres (still a
record for a ~
~
l film)
l three
~
weeks in advance to be a part of the
world premiere of Darryl F. Zanuckfs
Brigham Young. In spite of the oversensitivity of some church members to the
film, Pmident Heber J. Grant, who had
been closely connected with the production, called it "a friendmaker," as it has
proven to be through the years.
O n a snowy evening in November
1977 more than 1,000 dignitaries and
other invited guests filled the Villa
Theater in Salt Lake for the world
premiere of the new Brigham, a film
which is less likely to enjoy the
favorable reputation of its predecessor.
Produced by Mormon Salt Lake
businessman David R. Yeaman and
veteran screenwriter Philip Yordan (who
wrote the script), Brigham is a docudrama of the Mormon story, beginning
when Brigham Young first heard of the
Book of Mormon in the early 1830s and
ending with the Utah Indian wars of the
late 1850s. Attempting to cover so many
years in one film is only part of
Brigham's problem. Although the film is
long (2 hours and 12 minutes), it gallops
through historical events with rapacious
speed.
Brigham begins with its title character hauling wood, followed by
briskly edited vignettes of fire-breathing
sectarian ministers haranguing at their
rapt though sullen audiences. The film
fails to take the time and care necessary
to properly establish its characters in
their period of history. There are virtually no scenes which introduce the
viewer to the mood and flavor of the
times. Scenes of city life in Nauvoo,
hostile conditions in Carthage, and the
new settlement in the Salt Lake Valley,
although expensive to recreate, are
crucial to the full development of the
film's central characters. Lacking as well
is any meaningful thread of story
welding together the necessarily varied
segments of this all+mbracing historical

drama.
Brigham's whirlwind chronicle of
important moments in Mormon history
exposes the viewer to but does not partitularly enlighten him on Joseph
Smith's tar and feathering, the settlement in Kirtland, the revelation on
plural mamage, life in Nauvoo and Salt
Lake, the cricket plague, the Indian wars
of the 1850s, Chief Walker, and a marriage for the dead. SOepisodic is the approach to Mormon history that the
poignantly dramatic Haun's Mill
Massacre
~
~
dwas thrown in midway
through the film without so much as an
introduction, explanation or other
reference.
In contrast, the opening frames of
the 1940 Brigham Young forcefully portray the effect of cruel and unbridled
hate on innocent people. Brigham
Young emerges later as a man among the
many who are persecuted, a man who
sought to surmount the intolerance affecting his life and the lives of his people.
This dramatic method of introduction
conveys the spirit of the times, the people who inhabited that period, and the
courage of one man who would eventually lead these beleagured latterday
pilgrims to their prophetic destiny in the
West.
Other, more technical problems
give Brigham an uneven appearance.
The threadbare budget, just over $1
million, physically shows. Rather than
building extensive exterior sets and
sprawling city scenes, the producers
gleaned vintage "stock" western footage
from other Hollywood films-Indian
raids, wagons crossing the plains, and
burning log cabins. The grainy, uneven
nature of these inserts produces a disjointed, patchwork effect. An obvious
faux pas in this regard was the inclusion
of actual footage of wagon trains, the
cricket plague and seagull sequences
from the original Brigham Young. (A
massive production filmed mostly on
location, it was budgeted in 1940 at $2%
million.) These black-and-white sequences were tinted an eerie yellow and
blue in order to 'blend" with the rest of
the color footage-but they do not. The
viewer is also asked to believe that, subtitles notwithstanding, Ohio has
sagebrush and imposing, jagged mountain ranges (since the filming took place
in Utah).
On the purely dramatic level, both
Joseph Smith and Brigham Young suffer
from their lack of emotional color and

depth in Brigham. Brigham (Maurice
Grandmaison) and Joseph (Charles
Moll) were, the film implied, the closest
of friends. However, their relationship
in the film is physically and.emotionally
distant and never properly defined. Nor
is Brigham's assumption of the presidency of the Church after Joseph's death
ever explained or questioned, but
somehow established by cinematic
sleight of hand.
Twentieth Century-FOX'SBrigham
Young was more sensitive to the
dramatic methodology needed to
translate these two key figures of Mormon history into reality. Youthful Vincent Price as Joseph Smith exuded a
dignity and presence not felt in Moll's
portrayal. The first meeting of Joseph
and Brigham in the earlier film was not
only historically correct (they met as
Joseph was chopping wood), but
singularly more dramatic and telling
than the scene in Brigham where Joseph,
after echoing his sermons in the trees,
pops out from behind a large cottonwood before an astonished Brigham
Young.
Yordan, in an attempt to humanize
Joseph Smith, has instead fashioned a
onedimensional folk figure who looks
more like Henry Fonda's lanky
Abraham Lincoln than the muscular,
stocky, historical Joseph. However,
Brigham Young fares better than Joseph.
Grandmaison shows sincerity and
restraint, but nevertheless has little
fallibility or depth. His characterization
and responses, especially in times of
crisis, are stilted, forced and incredulous.
Judgments of complex religious
beliefs cannot be properly left to the
pedestrian requirements of feature commercial motion pictures. Whether films
treat religious doctrines positively, as in
Brigham, or negatively, as in Trapped
b y the Mormons (1922)and A Victim of
the Mormons (1912), the end result is
still the same-pretentious
celluloid
evangelism. When Brigham Young was
made, Twentieth Century-Fox wisely
steered clear of any such ideological confrontations, choosing rather to portray
Mormons as a minority group who,
because of mob persecution in an ostensibly free society, enjoyed little of their
promised freedoms. The film's most
dramatic scene is Brigham Young's impromptu but impassioned lea for
Joseph Smith's life in the trial at Carthage. '1don't ask you to believe a single
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thing Joseph Smith said," he intones.
"But I do ask you: let him believe it; let
me believe it-if we want to. You can't
convict Joseph Smith just because he
happens to believe something you don't
believe. You can't go against everything
your ancestors fought and died for."
Young's remarks do not flay Joseph's accusers on the judgmental altar of Mormonism but reiterate the principles of a
constitutionally established free society
to which Mormon and non-Mormonthe hunter and the hunted-mutually
subscribe.
The new Brigham chose to proselytize Mormon beliefs rather than to
describe a social condition-to convince
and p r o p a g a n d i z e r a t h e r t h a n
dramatically depict the struggles of the
persecuted Saints against their bigoted
neighbors. The script of Brigham is loaded with religious preachment. Idle conversations suddenly blossom into sustained theological injunctions. The
beliefs professed in the writings of Mormon leaders are put in the mouths of
everyday folk. The fascinating, revealing style of life and language which,
religious professions aside, was practiced by the hamed 19th century Saints
is missing. Such is the stuff of Sunday
School manuals, not cinema. The almost
missionary-like vehemence of the script
indicates a surprising emotional commitment to Brigham by its makers, Jewish
Yordan and Catholic director Tom
McGowan. It is an aggressive film, but it
lacks the illuminating perspective that
should have come from such an interesting combination of religious
backgrounds. What the filmmakers at
Fox understood in dealing directly with
Mormon history and doctrine was the
subtle brilliance of understatement in the
language of film. The makers of Brigham
have ignored the visual primacy of the
cinema and plundered their ''visual
rhetoric" with plodding, superfluous
dialogue.
Brigham has filled the need for
another feature-length screen portrayal
of the Mormon story. Unfortunately, it
most certainly will prevent a quality
representation of the Mormon epic from
reaching the screen for at least another
decade. Brigham was nearly 40 years in
coming, but it was hardly worth the
wait.

The Turning Point Directed by Herbert
Ross. Starring Shirley Machine, Anne
Bancroft, Mikhail Barishnikov, Leslie
Browne.
The Turning Point was recently named
best picture of 1977 by the National
Board of Review of Motion Pictures.
Anne Bancroft was named best actress
and Tom Skem't best supporting actor
for their performances in the movie
reviewed for Sunstone by Gere LaDue.

Crisis of life is a common occurrence,
and like most things, its importance is
almost lost in the everyday quality. At
some point, each of us will reach a moment when he wonders if he really is in
the right place. Most likely that moment
will be while watching TV,strolling the
supermarket or performing the daily
routine at a job. ,And because the setting
is so mundane, there will be no tears, no
fits of anger-only a quiet desperation
that deepens with consideration.
In Turning Point Arthur hurents
(screenplay and co-production) has
taken the problem and decked it in the
the trappings of the ballet world, a nice
trick which has somehow made it more
significant. Shirley Machine plays a
mother of three who, with her husband
(Tom Skemt), runs a ballet school. Her
old company comes into town for a twoday playdate and revives her longing to
be professional. The glamour of her old
friend (Anne Bancroft), now the prima
of the company, brings sharply into
focus all the lost opportunities and longdeparted glory. Machine's daughter
(Leslie Browne) is given the chance to
become part of the company. Skemt,
only too aware of what Machine is going through, arranges for her to accompany the girl to New York. There she
faces the specters of her past in her attempt to work out peace with her
memories.
Although Machine is the primary
character, the film is really about three
women: MacLaine, Bancroft and
Browne. Bancroft struggles with the aging that is killing her career; Browne
must find out what she wants to do. For
each woman there is a turning point,
and each must reconcile herself to her
lame:;V.D'Arc is a film instructor, critic decision.
and Icurator of Arts and ComrnunicaRoss has included a great deal of
tions Archives at BYU.
truly beautiful dance footage in the
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film-something that seems an obvious
choice, since one doesn't put in one of
the world's greatest dancers just to strum
on a guitar-and Barishnikov justifies
each frame. But more importantly, Ross
has used the contrast between the
romantic flow of the ballet and the starts
and stops of offstage life to point up the
dilemma: each woman chooses for the
ideal, for the moment, then must count
all the other related time. Bancroft finds
that her time as a prima is only a segment of a life which includes the in-

evitable giving way to younger dancers,
coaching when she can no longer dance.
Browne discovers that the special sensitivity of the dancers does not necessarily translate into their relationships.
MacLaine tears herself apart over a decision made twenty years before.
The important point made by the
film is that each decision cames with it a
number of regrets for the other road,
and the task is not to overcome the
regrets-an impossibility-but to skitter
around them.
As a people, h t t e r d a y Saints are
constantly admonished to make their
decisions with prayer, relying on divine
guidance. Noting miraculous exceptions, we are quite able to make decisions without any heavenly intervention; but the prayer provides a sense of
security that allows us to skitter around
the regrets.
Turning Point concerns itself with
the skittering when one doesn't have
such assurances, and it is an important
film, not least because it refuses to line
up on the side of either ardent feminism
or reactionary chauvinism.
Gere h D u e

B
O
W GUI1DE
ANOTHER M A N , ANOTHER
CHANCE Directed b y Claude
Lelouch. Stamng James Caan and Genevieve Bujold. A romantic tale about the
eventual coming together of a couple in
second marriage, the film is really a
romance between director Lelouch and
the American West of the 1800's.
Although it is dubbed, the film is still
French-the pace is different from a
typical American flick-but worth the
time for discriminating audiences. Older
adolescents and adults.

HUGHES AND HARLOW Another
"biopic" that is all sensation and little
fact. The tag line of the film should serve
as a better warning than any a critic
could pen: "He became a millionarie
recluse and she the great sex symbol-but in the beginning, they were just
two kids in love." Pure trash, in the
dubious tradition of Gable and Lombard
and W . C . Fields and Me.
JULIA Directed by Fred Zinneman.
Stamng Jane Fonda, Vanessa Redgrave,
Jason Robards. Intriguing film about a
woman's search for her friend during the
rise of Nazism, based on Lillian
Hellman's autobiographical story. Older
adolescents and adults.

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE
THIRD KIND Directed by Steven
Spielberg. Starring Richard Dreyfuss
and Francois Truffaunt. Intelligent sci-fi
is nicely conceived and realized by the
director of Jaws. The film is much
deeper than it first seems and is well
worth the inevitable waiting in line. All
ages.

RABBIT TEST Directed by Joan Rivers.
Stamng Billy Crystal, Paul Lynde and
Alice Ghostley. Simple-minded stand-up
comic routine transferred to film cashes
in on the latest craze on the part of filmmakers for pregnant men. Crystal, of
Soap infamy, is charming, but the picture is moronic. Masochistic viewers only.

FIRST LOVE Directed by Joan Darling. Stamng Susan Dey and William
Katt. Darling's debut as a film director is
marked by a well-made but still worthless effort. The story of a young man's
search for an ideal love is more tour de
bedroom than tour de force. For those
enamored of soft porn.

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER Directed
by John Badham. Stamng John Travolta
and Karen Lynn Gorney. More-thanmeets-the-ye flick about a blue collar
youth whose one release is disco dancing. Excellent performance by Travolta
charges the film, but audiences shy on
explicit language and some sex should
beware.

THE GOODBYE GIRL Starring Marsha
Mason and Richard Dreyfus. After years
of Broadway domination, Neil Simon
turns to writing directly for the screen.
Less like his satiric Murder b y Death and
more in the tradition of his stage comedies, Goodbye Girl sports funny lines,
tender moments and sterling performances, especially by Dreyfuss as a
crazy actor. Although the innocently (to
begin with) living together routine has
pretty much worn out its welcome,
Simon makes it all fresh and even
charming. The action is just too fast for
most adolescents, but older teens and
adults will go for this film.

SEMI-TOUGH Stamng Burt Reynolds,
Kris Kristofferson and Jill Clayburg.
Kristofferson and Clayburg were both
building good reputations in the acting
world, but it may be downhill all the way
after this particular piece of sleaze, in
which even likable Reynolds is very
unlikable. For adults who think Smokey
and the Bandit is high art, and even then
it's a comedown.

A
SLIGHTLY
PREGNANT
MAN Stamng Marcello Mastroianni
and Catherine Deneuve. Stupid French
satire that may have worked in the land
of La Marseillaise but is a sure misfire
HEROES Stamng Henry Winkler, Sally import. A great many unfunny innuenFields and Harrison Ford. Account of a dos, accompanied by various leering,
disturbed Vietnam vet and a woman try- winking and double-takes make up the
ing to find herself is good, but not as body of the picture. For those who think
meaningful as it could have been. Ex- not at all.
cellent performances, especially by
Ford, and a brilliant flashback sequence SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT Starring Burt Reynolds, Sally Fields and
aid immensely.

Jackie Gleason. Mindless car chase/CB
radio epic with a few funny moments.
The picture succeeds by force of sheer
personality and unlimited smash-ups.
There are a few language bits and suggestive scenes that make parental discretion advisable.
THREE WARRIORS Directed by
Kieth Merrill. Limited engagements.
Although the film has more the flavor of
a very good home movie than a big commercial picture, Merrill has put together
a work for family viewing which succeeds. Children and adolescents will
probably enjoy the film more than
adults, but it is not tedious viewing for
any.
THE
WORLD'S
GREATEST
LOVER Directed by Gene Wilder.
Starring Gene Wilder, Carol Kane and
Dom DeLuise. Wilder has written,
directed and acted in a crazy concoction
that spoofs Valentino, silent movies and
romantic films in general. The humor
here is second cousin to Me1 Brooks, carrying the family resemblance without
the family fortune. Wilder's sense of invention borders on the very tasteless at
times, but the film can be amusing. A
trifle for "no plans" evenings.

THEATER
With the production of Sweet Redemption Music Company, the Mormon
musical, while it has not yet come of
age, has at least passed from childhood
into adolescence. Marvin Payne, John
Garbett, Guy Randle and Corey
Sprague have managed to overcome the
obsession that shows like Saturday's
Warrior and M y Turn on Earth have
with the idiosyncracies of LDS culture.
The result is that Sweet Redemption
sports some basic gospel concepts
without the exclusive trappings of missionary experiences, pre-existence puns
and eternal marriage subplots. It is the
difference between the Mormon writer
and the writer who is Mormon, and the
divergence refreshes.
Sweet Redemption Music Company, by the admission of its cast in
their opening song, is a parable. The
fable is not terribly profound, but it is
cleverly wrought. The story concerns a
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futuristic record company run by the
Agent, an attractively nasty type who
refuses to allow any kind of real feelings
among his people: the shallower and
more formulated the songs they turn
out, the better. Mea, the backup singer,
escapes from the company and
journeys to the place where wise old
Mossrag, the Agent's opposite and
brother, teaches her about the Touch
(which is literally touching-only here,
it magically communicates feelings).
There she happily remains until
Michael, another singer who becomes
the hero, turns up to take her back to the
company by the Agent's command.
During their return trip, Mea teaches
Michael about the Touch and the two
fall in love. They plan to spread
Mossrag's doctrine to the others in the
company. The plan leads them into
direct conflict with the Agent. There is
confrontation between Mossrag and the
Agent, various complications and a happy ending.
Story is not a strong point in Sweet
Redemption, at least in terms of
originality, but perhaps that is not such
a drawback in an allegorical piece. Certain facets of the plot are a bit simplistic,
especially the device of the Touch
(alwaysmentioned in reverent tones that
demand a captial letter), which seems a
poor cousin to the Force in Star Wars.
The problems are minor, however, and
despite the flaws, Sweet Redemption
Music Company is impressive.
Payne and Randle are responsible
for a group of "pop" songs which range
from Country-Western parodies like
"My Dogs of Joy No Longer Bark" to
Michael's touching 'I Don't Sing Very
Well." Sprague has added a tourdeforce number for the Agent to strut and
sing, 'I'm Mean." The music for the
show is solid and totally integrated with
the script, unlike the Pearson/de
Azevedo My Turn on Earth, which has
the appearance of a roadshow in which
the script was written around a group of
songs. Much of Sweet Redemption's
script is genuinely funny and the production as a whole maintains enough
good humor to charm any audience,
message or no.
Sweet Redemption Music Company
had its debut at Brigham Young University, under the direction of Max Golightly. The production was designed for
arena theater with little in the way of set
and props. The arena staging gives the
show a sense of immediacy which is

perfectly suited to what is a somewhat
intimate musical. The proximity of the
players to the audience preserves the
electricity of the show, and during a
good performance the air fairly crackles.
Although Sweet Redemption is not
the ideal Mormon musical, it is one that

rejects the didactic approach to themes
and has universal appeal while retaining
its LDS origin. It is on the right artistic
road, and according to Payne, may soon
be on the performance road in places
like New York, Hawaii, Idaho and the
West Coast.
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Dates for nine pageants in the United
States, Canada and New Zealand have
been announced for 1978 by the Church.
All nine productions are free to the
public.
January 19-21, Hamilton, New
Zealand. A new pageant, "Hear Him,"
will be staged on the temple hill.
March 21-24, Mesa, Arizona. An
Easter pageant on the temple grounds
depicts the life of Christ, including his
ministry in the western hemisphere from
the Book of Mormon. Last year 22,400
attended.
June 15-16, Cody, Wyoming. 'lest
We Forget," presented in the Cody high
School auditorium, tells of the settlement of Cody (near Yellowstone National Park) by Mormons from Utah and
Idaho. One thousand attended in 1977,
J u n e 15-17, I n d e p e n d e n c e ,
Missouri. "Missouri, Mormons,
Miracles," outdoors near the Mormon
visitors' center, answers life's questions
with flashbacks to Mormon history of
the 1800's and to the Book of Mormon
civilizations. In 1977, 10,000 attended.
July 11-15, 18-22, Oakland, California. The Oakland Temple Pageant, staged
in the Tri-Stake Center near the temple,
tells the history of the Church from
Joseph Smith to the pioneers. 18,000 attended in 1977.
July 13-15, 18-22, Manti, Utah.
Presented on temple hill, the 'Mormon
Miracle" pageant tells the story of the
organization of the Church and includes
scenes from the Book of Mormon. Attendance in 1977 was 125,000.
July 21-22, 25-29, Palmpa, New
York. The forty-first production of
"America's Witness for Christ" on the
Hill Cumorah depicts scenes from the
pages of the Book of Mormon. Last year
140,000 attended.
August 15-19, Nauvoo, Illinois.
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"City of Joseph," performed outdoors
near the visitors' center, tells the story of
Nauvoo. Attendance last year was
40,000.
December 18-26, Calgary, Alberta,
Canada. A Christmas nativity pageant
in Heritage Park depicts the birth of
Christ.
The first annual microfiche Index to
Mormonism in Periodical Literature has
been published by the Church's
Historical Department. The 1976 edition
covers approximately 3,500 articles from
nearly 120 periodicals published during
1976, including Sunstone. The 1977 index should be available January, 1978.
The annual indexes are available for $5
e a c h f r o m Historical D e p a r t ment-Public Senrices, 50 E. North
Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah 84150.
They are not available in paper, but only on microfiche (microfilm on cards
rather than on reels). Microfiche readers
are available for public use at the
Historical Department.
Scholars Press offers a 25% discount on the purchase of microfilm
readers (retail $189-361) to members of
the American Academy of Religion, the
American Schools of Oriental Research
and the Society of Biblical Literature
(annual membership $10-20). The journals of these and other scholarly
organizations are being printed on
microfiche at substantially reduced
prices. Scholars Press predicts "it will
not be long before the microfiche reader
will be as common in the academic study
as the typewriter. Much of the scholar's
library will be stored in 4x6 file boxes on
the desk top or on a shelf." For more information write Scholars Press, University of Montana, Missoula, Montana
59812.

